Diogen Haiku prijatelji „preko bare“ / Diogen overseas haiku pals

Sherry Steiner, USA
a shocking secret
a forgiven yesterday
a silk robe nine bucks

*

out of the morning
covered in forgotten dreams
a very deep breath.

*

shimmering
foolproof
through silence.

*

a tale spun
swings softly
at 3 am.

*

searching alleyways
heaven dozed off
velvet collars wept.

*

fools sleep
upside down with
non-essential dreams.
*  

butterfly courage  
seeping teas afar yes  
chocolate wings do soar  

*

morning sings  
on the blue horizon  
feet go inside out.  

*

surrounded by gypsies  
tambourines fall silent  
a bitter-sweet smile.  

*

red plants  
seeded in a  
heavenly glow